
Controls

The R.A.M. rapid attack monitor features the largest deployed footprint of any portable monitor yet. The ultra-
efficient double pivot waterway features only 9 psi friction loss and allows an effective stream throughout
horizontal and vertical travel. The standard hydraulic safety system automatically increases down force
under conditions that normally limit stability. The R.A.M. is rated 500 gpm @ 75 psi. The R.A.M. package
includes monitor with 2.5" swivel inlet, mounting bracket and R.A.N. fog/straight stream nozzle
with integral stream shaper. Measures only 16.2" stowed.

Vulcan Monitors

Lightweight - only 17 pounds
Compact - just 16" high
Unique, highly effective positive locks
3" NPT or flange inlet
Pressure gauge with bumper guard
Cast Elk-O-Lite® body with vaned 
waterway for optimum steam quality

BB104 BB107BB106BB108

BB102 R.A.M. Package (Monitor, R.A.N. and Mounting Bracket) $2,108.95
BB103 R.A.M. Monitor $1,792.95
BB104 R.A.N. (Rapid Attack Nozzle) $384.95
BB105 Mounting Bracket (Not Shown) $103.95
BB106 Triple Stacked Tips $249.95
BB107 Deluge Tip $156.95
BB108 Stream Shaper (For Stacked and Deluge Tips Only) $131.95

AZ364

This exclusive Vulcan RF™ monitor with Wireless Electronic
Technology (W.E.T.) takes firefighting to a new level of 
performance. Using a hand-held remote, firefighters can direct
their fire stream from as far as 1/4 mile from the monitor for
unsurpassed safety and efficiency, or control the  monitor with
a W.E.T. transmitter mounted to the truck’s pump panel.
AZ363 includes stream shaper, panel mount controller and
handheld controller. Ship. wt. 22 lbs. 

Vulcan RF™ hand-held remote control
Unlimited digital security codes 
and frequency combinations
360˚ continual left/right travel

Vulcan RF™ Monitor

AZ363 Vulcan RF™ Monitor and Controls $5,265.95
BE028 Vulcan RF™ Monitor and Controls with SM-1250E Nozzle $6,675.95

R.A.M. Monitor

AW342 Vulcan Monitor (Deck Pipe Only) $792.95
AW343 Vulcan Monitor w/282A Stream Shaper $1,355.95
AW344 Vulcan Monitor w/Stream Shaper and SM-1250 (2.5") Nozzle $2,092.95
AZ364 Vulcan Copperhead (Brass, Monitor Only) $1,019.95

Vulcan Monitor
The Vulcan delivers the compact size and lightweight you want, 
without sacrificing the power and performance you need. At 17
pounds and only 16" high, Vulcan is your best choice for the restricted
space of aerial platforms and pumpers. Vulcan is not only the smallest
device of its kind on the market, it’s the mightiest with a unique 
configuration for efficient flows up to 1250 gpm. Ship. wt. 20 lbs.

BE028

Exclusive dual-speed left/right drive
Easy two-wire installation
Easy remote programmable automatic oscillation
Programmable stow feature
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